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Abstract. The accuracy of ad-hoc information retrieval (IR) systems has plateaued
in the last few years. We are working on so-called collaborative information retrieval
(CIR) systems which unobtrusively learn from their users’ search processes. As a
first step towards techniques, we focus on a restricted setting in CIR in which only
old queries and correct answer documents to these queries are available for improv-
ing on a new query. For this restricted setting we propose two initial approaches,
called DTW and QTW, for reweighting the document- resp. the query-terms. We
then combine these approaches with the pseudo relevance feedback method. The
approaches are evaluated experimentally on standard IR test collections. It turns
out that in particular the hybrid approaches with pseudo relevance feedback give
promising results. A bigger advantage of the proposed approaches is expected in
real word test scenarios in which the overlap of user interests is larger than in our
experimental set up.
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1. Introduction

Information Retrieval (IR) Systems have been studied in Computer
Science for decades. The traditional ad-hoc task in Information Re-
trieval is to find all documents relevant for an ad-hoc given query.
Much work has been done on improving this task, in particular in the
Text Retrieval Conference series (TREC) (Trec, 2003). In 2000, it was
decided at TREC-8 that this task should no longer be pursued within
TREC, in particular because the accuracy has plateaued in the last few
years (Voorhees and Harman, 1999). At German Research Center for
Artificial Intelligence, we are working on approaches for Collaborative
Information Retrieval (CIR) which learn to improve retrieval effective-
ness from the interaction of different users with the retrieval engine.
Such systems may have the potential to overcome the current plateau
in ad-hoc retrieval.

Figure 1. Scenario of Collaborative Information Retrieval.

Figure 1 illustrates the general scenario of CIR. An information
retrieval system is typically used by many users. A typical search in a re-
trieval system consists of several query formulations. Often, the answer
documents to the first query do not directly satisfy the user. Instead,
the user has to reformulate his query taking the answer documents
found into consideration. Such refinement may consist of specializations
as well as generalizations of previous queries. In general, satisfying an
information need requires to go through a search process with many
decisions on query reformulations. The idea of CIR is to store these
search processes as well as the ratings of documents returned by the
system (if available) in an archive. Subsequent users with similar in-
terests and queries should then benefit from knowledge automatically
acquired by the CIR system based on the stored search processes. This
should result in shorter search processes and better retrieval quality for
subsequent users.
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In this paper we focus on the investigation of a mathematical
model for performance improvement in the CIR scenario. Given a num-
ber of old queries posed by different users and their corresponding
answer documents, we try to improve on an arbitrary new query.

We call our approach, which learns to improve retrieval effective-
ness from the interaction of different users with the retrieval engine,
Collaborative Information Retrieval (CIR). CIR is the task where an
IR system makes full use of all the information available in the system,
especially
− the information from previous search processes, i.e. individual que-

ries and complete search processes
− the relevance information which is gathered from previous search

processes, independent from the method how this relevance in-
formation is obtained (explicitly by user relevance feedback or
implicitly by unobtrusively detected relevance information)

The collaborative aspect here differs from other collaborative pro-
cesses. We do not assume that different users from a working team
or a specific community collaborate loosely or tightly through some
information exchange or workflow processes. Instead we assume that
users can benefit from search processes carried out at former times
by other users (although those users may not know about the other
users and their search processes), as long as the relevance information
gathered from these previous users has some significant meaning.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains information
about related work, in section 3 we introduce the vector space model
and the pseudo relevance feedback model, since we are combining it
with our new approaches. In section 4 we introduce, motivate and
formalize the methods we are tackling. Section 5 contains an example
for illustrating the methods. Sections 6 to 8 describe the experimen-
tal setup using standard IR test collections, present the results and
compare them with the vector space model and the pseudo relevance
feedback model. In section 9 we briefly review our new methods.

2. Related Work

Research in the field of query expansion (QE) procedures has been
done for several years now. A lot of different procedures have been
proposed for manual, automatic or interactive QE, leading to perfor-
mance improvements. Some of the older procedures are available in
(Harman, 1992b; Harman, 1992a). A comprehensive overview for newer
procedures is available in (Efthimiadis, 1996). Another newer tech-
nique, called local context analysis, was introduced by (Xu and Croft,
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1996; Xu and Croft, 2000), which analyzes the top ranked documents
initially retrieved for a query.

Newest procedures in the field of query expansion are dealing with
query bases, a set of persistent past optimal queries, for investigating
similarity measures between queries. The query base can be used either
to answer user queries or to formulate optimal queries (Raghavan and
Sever, 1995). (Wen et al., 2001; Wen et al., 2002) are using query
clustering techniques for discovering frequently asked questions or most
popular topics on a search engine. This query clustering method makes
use of user logs which allows to identify the documents the users have
selected for a query. The similarity between two queries may be deduced
from the common documents the users selected for them. (Cui et al.,
2002) take into account the specific characteristics of web searching,
where a large amount of user interaction information is recorded in the
web query logs, which may be used for query expansion.

Gathering relevance feedback is another field of research in this
area. Automatic acquisition of relevance information is necessary for
improving IR performance, since users are not willing or do not intend
to give feedback about the relevance of retrieved documents, although
it has been shown by (Salton et al., 1985) that IR effectiveness does
not improve any more after a few iterations of relevance feedback,
and (Dominich, 2001) shows the mathematical structure of relevance
effectiveness ’converging’ to a stable limit. (White et al., 2002) compare
two systems, where one is using explicit relevance feedback (explicitly
marking relevant documents) and one is using implicit relevance feed-
back. They focus on the degree to which implicit evidence of document
relevance can be substituted for explicit evidence. (Joachims, 2002)
acquires relevance information by merely using the clickthrough data
while the documents presented to the user have been ranked by two
different IR systems.

Work in the field of term weighting procedures has been done
ever since IR research. The dynamics of probabilistic term weights
in different IR models have been discussed in (Crestani and van Ri-
jsbergen, 1995a; Crestani and van Rijsbergen, 1995b; Crestani and
van Rijsbergen, 1998), going back to the work of (van Rijsbergen,
1986; van Rijsbergen, 1989). The different models analyze the transfer
of probabilities in the term space.

3. Basics and Terminology

In this section we briefly recall the vector space model for Information
Retrieval on which all of our approaches rely (section 3.1) and describe
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the pseudo relevance feedback model we are utilizing (section 3.2).
We then formalize the CIR scenario we are focussing on in this paper
(section 3.3).

3.1. The Vector Space Model

The basic retrieval model we rely on is the vector space model [VSM]
(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999), (Manning and Schütze, 1999).
Documents as well as queries are represented by vectors. The set of N
documents is denoted by D = {dj |1 ≤ j ≤ N}, the set of L queries
is denoted by Q = {qk|1 ≤ k ≤ L}. Each individual document dj

is represented by its vector dj = (w1j , w2j , ..., wMj)T , each individual
query is represented by its vector qk = (w1k, w2k, ..., wMk)T , where M
is the number of terms in the collection and T denotes the transpose
of the vector.

The similarity sim between a given query qk and a document dj is
measured by the cosine of the angle between these two M dimensional
vectors:

sim(dj , qk) =
dT

j · qk

‖ dj ‖ · ‖ qk ‖ (1)

where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm of a vector. In the case that the
vectors are already normalized (and hence have a unit length) the sim-
ilarity is simply the dot product sim(dj , qk) = dT

j · qk =
∑M

i=1 wij · wik

between the two vectors dj and qk. For retrieving all documents to
a given query, all documents of the underlying collection are ranked
according to their similarity to the query and the top-ranked documents
are given to the user.

3.2. Pseudo Relevance Feedback

The method called pseudo relevance feedback (also called pseudo feed-
back, [PRF]) is a method for overcoming the limitations in the number
of documents ranked according to their similarity to the query when
using short queries.

In this work we employ a simple variant of pseudo relevance feed-
back (Kise et al., 2001). Let E be the set of document vectors given
by

E =
{

dj

∣∣∣∣
sim(dj , qk)

max1≤i≤N{sim(di, qk)} ≥ θ

}
(2)

where qk is the original query and θ is a threshold of the similarity.
Then the sum Dk of the document vectors in E

Dk =
∑

dj∈E

dj (3)
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is used as expansion terms for the original query. The expanded query
vector q′k is obtained by

q′k = qk + α
Dk

‖ Dk ‖ (4)

where α is a parameter for weighting the expansion terms. Then the
documents are ranked again according to their similarity sim(dj , q

′
k).

PRF is one of the models we are using in this work for comparison
to our new query expansion method.

3.3. Restricted CIR Scenario

As we have stated in the introduction, in this paper we focus on a
restricted CIR scenario. In this scenario we have a set of old (former)
queries Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qL} available.

For each qk ∈ Q the set of corresponding relevant documents is
known (the ground truth data) and denoted by rk, where each rk is an
N dimensional column vector

rk = (r1k, r2k, ..., rNk)T , 1 ≤ k ≤ L (5)

where

rik =
{

1 if document i is relevant to query k
0 if document i is not relevant to query k

(6)

The goal now is to find all relevant documents for a new query q?

based on the old queries Q and their relevant documents rk (in general
q? 6∈ Q). This is done by expanding the query q? to a new query q?

exp

which is then used instead of q?. More formally, let Q be queries and
D documents. We are searching for an expansion function

fexp : Q× 2(Q×(2D)) → Q
(q?, {(q1, r1), (q2, r2), . . . , (qL, rL)}) 7→ q?

exp
(7)

which maximizes the effectiveness of q?
exp.

4. Term Reweighting Methods

In this section we are motivating and defining two new global term-
weighting functions, where one of them is based on reweighting docu-
ment terms, the other is based on reweighting query terms. Both of
these methods use the relevance information that is available from the
ground truth data.

4.1. Term Reweighting Motivation

The basic idea for reweighting the terms is as follows:
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− for reweighting document terms, we are giving those ambiguous
terms of the documents more weight, that match the semantics of
the same terms in the queries, i.e. a term like ’bank’ having the
meaning of ’financial institution’ will be weighted higher than the
term ’bank’ having a meaning of ’dike’ or ’wall’, if the queries use
the term ’bank’ in conjunction with other terms related to financial
topics

− for reweighting query terms, we are giving those ambiguous terms
of the queries more weight, that match the semantics of the same
terms in the documents, i.e. a term like ’bank’ having the meaning
of ’financial institution’ will be weighted higher than the term
’bank’ having a meaning of ’dike’ or ’wall’, if the documents use
the term ’bank’ in conjunction with other terms related to financial
topics

Given the set D of N documents we write the document vectors
as a matrix and denote it by D = (dj)1≤j≤N , D ∈ Mat(M × N,R).
For the set Q of L queries we write the query vectors as a matrix and
denote it by Q = (qk)1≤j≤L, Q ∈ Mat(M × L,R). We also have the
relevance judgements matrix R = (rk)1≤j≤L, R ∈ Mat(N × L, {0, 1}).

Assuming that the document and query vectors are normalized,
the similarity between all documents dj and queries qk is computed as

SIM = sim(D,Q)

=




sim(d1, q1) sim(d1, q2) . . sim(d1, qL)
sim(d2, q1) sim(d2, q2) . . sim(d2, qL)

. . . . .

. . . . .
sim(dN , q1) sim(dN , q2) . . sim(dN , qL)




(8)

or in matrix notation

SIM = sim(D, Q) = DT ·Q (9)

where SIM ∈ Mat(N × ÃL,R) is a matrix of N rows and L columns
containing the similarity values.

Sorting each of the column vectors in SIM descending on the
similarity values gives the ranking of the documents according to their
similarity to the given queries. Then the column vectors in SIM and
the relevance information rk are used for calculating the recall and
precision values during evaluation of retrieval performance.

The SIM matrix and the matrix R containing relevance judge-
ments are of same size. Both matrices have N rows and L columns.
In the best case the SIM matrix computed according to equation (9)
would be identical to the given R matrix. In this case the precision for
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each query would be 100% at every recall level, because every relevant
document has a similarity of 1 to the query and every non-relevant
document has a similarity of 0 to the query.

These considerations lead to the term reweighting methods de-
scribed below.

4.2. Term Reweighting for Document Terms

Since the similarity matrix SIM computed in (9) will almost never be
identical to the relevance judgements matrix R we try to find a trans-
formation matrix to achieve this goal. Assuming that a transformation
matrix WD ∈ Mat(N ×N,R) exists that satisfies

WD · SIM = R (10)

we can rewrite equation (10) as follows

R = WD · SIM

= WD · (DT ·Q)
= (WD ·DT ) ·Q
= DT

W ·Q (11)

where the transformation matrix WD is used for reweighting the doc-
ument terms, giving a new document term matrix DW , which is inde-
pendent from new queries.

Equation (10) specifies systems of several linear equations, where
the unknowns are the N column vectors of matrix WD. Rewriting of
equation (10)

(WD · SIM)T =
SIMT ·W T

D =
SIMT · (wD1, wD2, . . . , wDN )T = RT (12)

gives the standard form of N linear equation systems, which have to
be solved for each column vector of the transformation matrix W T

D .
In our case SIM is normally singular (N 6= L), depending on the

number of documents and queries contained in the collection. In this
situation we try to find column vectors (ŵD1, ŵD2, ...ŵDN ) such that
they provide a closest fit (in some sense) to the equation for the under-
or overdetermined system.

Our approach is to minimize the Euclidean norm of all of the
column vectors

SIMT · (wD1, wD2, . . . , wDN )T −RT (13)

i.e. we solve
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(ŵD1, ŵD2, . . . , ŵDN )T = argmin(wD1,wD2,...,wDN )T ‖SIMT ·W T
D −RT ‖

(14)
where Ŵ T

D = (ŵD1, ŵD2, . . . , ŵDN )T is called the least squares solution
for the system SIMT ·W T

D = RT .
After computation of the transformation matrix ŴD we can now

reweight the document terms according to equation (11), i.e. we now
compute

D̂T
W = ŴD ·DT (15)

or equivalently
D̂W = D · Ŵ T

D (16)

and have a reweighted document term matrix D̂W .

4.3. Term Reweighting for Query Terms

Since the similarity matrix SIM computed in (9) will almost never be
identical to the relevance judgements matrix R we try to find a trans-
formation matrix to achieve this goal. Assuming that a transformation
matrix WQ ∈ Mat(L× L,R) exists that satisfies

SIM ·WQ = R (17)

we can rewrite equation (17) as follows
R = SIM ·WQ

= (DT ·Q) ·WQ

= DT · (Q ·WQ)

= DT ·QW (18)

where the transformation matrix WQ is used for reweighting the query
terms, giving a new query term matrix QW , which is independent from
new queries to be issued in the system.

Equation (17) specifies systems of several linear equations, where
the unknowns are the L column vectors of matrix WQ. Equation (17)
is in the standard form of L linear equation systems, which have to be
solved for each column vector of the transformation matrix WQ.

In our case SIM is normally singular (N 6= L), depending on the
number of documents and queries contained in the collection. We try to
find column vectors (ŵQ1, ŵQ2, ...ŵQL) such that they provide a closest
fit (in some sense) to the equation for the under- or overdetermined
system.

Our approach is to minimize the Euclidean norm of all of the
column vectors

SIM · (wQ1, wQ2, . . . , wQL)−R (19)
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i.e. we solve
(ŵQ1, ŵQ2, . . . , ŵQL) = argmin(wQ1,wQ2,...,wQL)‖SIM ·WQ −R‖ (20)

where ŴQ = (ŵQ1, ŵQ2, . . . , ŵQL) is called the least squares solution
for the system SIM ·WQ = R.

After computation of the transformation matrix ŴQ we can now
reweight the query terms according to equation (18), i.e. we now com-
pute

Q̂W = Q · ŴQ (21)

and have a reweighted query term matrix Q̂W .

4.4. Transformation matrices

In equations (10) and (17)

WD · SIM = R

resp.
SIM ·WQ = R

we assume that transformation matrices WD respectively WQ exist that
satisfy the equations.

The existence of these matrices follows from the following defini-
tion, theorem and lemma. Refer to (Ben-Israel and Greville, 1974).

DEFINITION 1. The matrix A† is called a pseudo inverse (or Moore-
Penrose inverse) matrix of A if

1. A = A ·A† ·A
2. A† = A† ·A ·A†
3. A† ·A = (A† ·A)T

4. A ·A† = (A ·A†)T

THEOREM 2. For each matrix there exists exactly one pseudo inverse
matrix. ¨

Using this definition and theorem we can show that the matrices
WD and WQ exist and are uniquely defined.

THEOREM 3. In equations (10) and (17)

WD · SIM = R

resp.
SIM ·WQ = R

the matrices WD and WQ exist and are defined by:
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1. WD = R · SIM †

2. WQ = SIM † ·R

Proof. From theorem (2) follows that the pseudo inverse SIM † of
matrix SIM exists and is uniquely defined. Then

WD · SIM = R

⇔ WD · SIM · (SIM † · SIM) = R · (SIM † · SIM)
⇔ WD · (SIM · SIM † · SIM) = R · SIM † · (SIM · SIM † · SIM)
⇔ WD = R · SIM †

and

SIM ·WQ = R

⇔ (SIM · SIM †) · SIM ·WQ = (SIM · SIM †) ·R
⇔ (SIM · SIM † · SIM) ·WQ = (SIM · SIM † · SIM) · SIM † ·R
⇔ WQ = SIM † ·R

¨

5. Illustrating the Term Reweighting Methods

In this section we show an example which makes intuitively clear, how
the reweighting methods work on a given set of documents and queries.

Let us start the example showing the terms used in the documents
and queries. The terms are numbered from t1 to t17, which are contained
in the term-vector denoted by T :

T = (′annuity′,′ bank′,′ blood′,′ bogus′,′ bottle′,′ capital′,′ cash′,′ credit′,
′debt′,′ deposit′,′ earth′,′ food′,′ interest′,′ loan′,′ note′,′ sand′,′ stock′)T

In this example the terms t1 and t3 to t17 have been selected such that
they have a relation and meaning together with the term t2 =′ bank′.

We have created six documents using these terms as follows, where
d1 and d2 have been created such that they use the term t2 =′ bank′
with a meaning of a financial institution, which is indicated by the co-
occurrence of the terms related to financial affairs in these documents:

d1 = (′bank′,′ credit′,′ debt′,′ interest′,′ loan′,′ note′)T

d2 = (′annuity′,′ bank′,′ capital′,′ cash′,′ deposit′,′ stock′)T

d3 = (′bank′,′ blood′,′ bogus′,′ earth′)T

d4 = (′bank′,′ bottle′,′ food′,′ sand′)T

d5 = (′blood′,′ bogus′,′ earth′)T

d6 = (′bottle′,′ food′,′ sand′)T
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We have created five queries using these terms as follows, where
all queries have been created such that they use the term t2 =′ bank′
with a meaning of a financial institution, which is indicated here by the
additional term in each query referring to financial affairs:

q1 = (′bank′,′ interest′)T

q2 = (′bank′,′ credit′)T

q3 = (′bank′,′ note′)T

q4 = (′bank′,′ deposit′)T

q5 = (′bank′,′ capital′)T

Now we can write the documents and the queries in the matrices
Draw and Qraw as follows, where the entries in the matrices just show
the raw term frequencies:

Draw =




0 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0




, Qraw =




0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




In addition we have created our relevance information such that
documents d1 and d2 are relevant to each of the five queries, and
documents d3 to d6 are not relevant to any of the five queries. This
gives our relevance matrix R as follows:

R =




1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




Weighting and normalization of the document and query vectors
according to our tfidf scheme (see section 6.2 for detailed description
of the weighting scheme) and computing the similarity matrix SIM in
the standard vector space model according to equation (9) gives the
following matrix:

SIM =




0.3858 0.3858 0.3858 0.0712 0.0712
0.0712 0.0712 0.0712 0.3858 0.3858
0.1474 0.1474 0.1474 0.1474 0.1474
0.1474 0.1474 0.1474 0.1474 0.1474

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




This similarity matrix leads to an interpolated average precision
of 0.75 and gives the following recall/precision graph:
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Figure 2. Term reweighting methods: Vector Space Model

For method DTW we compute the document term reweighting
matrix ŴD according to equation (14), and according to equation (16)
the reweighted document term matrix D̂W which leads to similarity
matrix SIM according to equation (9)

SIM =




1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




giving an interpolated average precision of 1.0.
For method QTW we compute the query term reweighting matrix

ŴQ according to equation (20), and according to equation (21) the
reweighted query term matrix Q̂W which leads to similarity matrix
SIM according to equation (9)

SIM =




2.8251 2.8251 2.8251 2.8251 2.8251
2.8251 2.8251 2.8251 2.8251 2.8251
1.8219 1.8219 1.8219 1.8219 1.8219
1.8219 1.8219 1.8219 1.8219 1.8219

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




giving an interpolated average precision of 1.0.

6. Experimental Design

6.1. The Test Collections

In this section we describe the test collections used in the experimental
comparison. We use standard document test collections and standard
queries and questions provided by (Smart, 1988) and (Trec, 2003). On
the one hand by utilizing these collections we take advantage of the
ground truth data for performance evaluation. On the other hand we
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do not expect to have queries having highly correlated similarities as
we would expect in a real world application. So it is a challenging task
to show performance improvements for our method.

In our experiments we used the following nine collections:

− the CACM, CISI and CRAN collections are available at (Smart,
1988).

− the CR (congressional record) collection. We created three test
cases for the CR collection, using the TREC queries of different
length in order to investigate the influence of query length. The
”CR-title” contains the ”title” queries (the shortest query repre-
sentation), the ”CR-desc” contains the ”description” queries (the
medium length query representation), the ”CR-narr” contains the
”narrative” queries (the longest query representation).

− the FR (federal register) collection.
− the QA (question answering) collection. From the TREC-9 Ques-

tion Answering track (QA) we selected the question set 201-893.
Because of the construction method for this set (Voorhees and
Harman, 2000) we expected to get higher similarities between dif-
ferent questions. We selected only those documents being relevant
to at least one of the questions. Thus we reduced our test data to
6025 documents and 693 questions.

− the QA-AP90 collection. From the QA collection described above
we selected only those questions having a relevant answer docu-
ment in the AP90 document collection, and only those documents
being relevant to at least one of the questions. Thus we reduced
our test data to 723 documents and 353 questions.

6.2. Preparation of the Test Collections

Terms used for document and query representation were obtained by
stemming and eliminating stopwords. Table I lists statistics about the
collections after stemming and stopword elimination has been carried
out, statistics about these collections before stemming and stopword
elimination can be found in (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) and
(Kise et al., 2001).

The best known term weighting schemes use weights according to
the so-called tfidf schemes. In our experiments we employ a standard
scheme as follows: For document vectors the weights wij are calculated
as

wij = tfij · idfi (22)

where tfij is a weight computed from the raw frequency fij of a term
ti (the number of occurrences of term ti in document dj)
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tfij =
√

fij (23)

and idfi is the inverse document frequency of term ti given by

idfi = log
N

ni
(24)

where ni is the number of documents containing term ti. For query
vectors the weights wik are calculated as

wik =
√

fik (25)

where fik is the raw frequency of a term ti in a query qk (the number
of occurrences of term ti in query qk).

Table I. Statistics about test collections

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN

desc narr title

size(MB) 1.2 1.4 93 93 93 1.4

number of documents 3204 1460 27922 27922 27922 1400

number of terms 3029 5755 45717 45717 45717 2882

mean document 18.4 38.2 188.2 188.2 188.2 49.8

length (short) (med) (long) (long) (long) (med)

number of queries 52 112 34 34 34 225

mean query 9.3 23.3 7.2 22.8 2.9 8.5

length (med) (long) (med) (long) (short) (med)

mean relevant 15.3 27.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 8.2

documents per query (med) (high) (high) (high) (high) (med)

Table I.

FR QA QA-

AP90

size(MB) 69 28.2 3.7

number of documents 19860 6025 723

number of terms 50866 48381 17502

mean document 189.7 230.7 201.8

length (long) (long) (long)

number of queries 693 353 112

mean query 3.1 3.2 9.2

length (short) (short) (med)

mean relevant 16.4 2.8 8.4

documents per query (med) (low) (med)
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16 Hust, Junker, Dengel

7. Document Term Reweighting Experiments

In this section we describe a query expansion method based on query
similarity and document term reweighting and relevant documents. The
method is denoted as DTW from now on.

We will first give a high level description of the method, then the
detailed mathematical description is given.

Query expansion works as follows:

− compute the similarities between the new query and each of the
existing old queries

− select the old queries having a similarity to the new query which
is greater than or equal to a given threshold

− from these selected old queries get the sets of relevant and non-
relevant documents from the ground truth data

− from this set of relevant documents compute a term reweighting
matrix such that relevant documents are ranked higher than non-
relevant documents

− use this term reweighting matrix to compute the ranking of the
documents for the new query

The formal description is given here. Let S be the set

S = {qk|sim(qk, ql) ≥ σ, 1 ≤ k ≤ L} (26)

of existing old queries qk having a similarity greater than or equal to a
threshold σ to the new query ql and let Rk be the set

Rk = {rk|qk ∈ S, 1 ≤ k ≤ L} (27)

of all relevance judgements for the queries qk in S. Write Rk as a matrix
of N rows and |S| columns

R = (rk)1≤k≤|S| (28)

and compute the document term reweighting matrix ŴD according to
equations (11) to (14) such that

ŴD · SIM = R (29)

Then do a document term reweighting

D̂W = D · Ŵ T
D (30)

according to equations (15) and (16) and compute the new document
ranking for query ql according to equation (8)

siml = sim(D̂W , ql) = D̂T
W · ql (31)

Notes:
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− if σ in (26) is chosen to high the set S may be empty. Then the set
Rk will be empty and we will not compute any document term
reweighting matrix ŴD. In this case we will have our original
similarity vector siml computed from siml = sim(D, ql) = DT ·ql.

− parameter σ in (26) is a tuning parameter for method DTW.

7.1. Experimental Results

In this section the results of the experiments are presented. Results were
evaluated using the average precision over all queries. Recall/precision
graphs were generated according to (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,
1999). Then significance tests were applied to the results.

7.1.1. Results
The methods VSM (vector space model), PRF (pseudo relevance feed-
back) and DTW (document term reweighting) were applied. Best pa-
rameter value settings for parameters α and θ for method PRF had been
obtained previously by experiment and those which give the highest
average precision were selected and used (see table II and (Kise et al.,
2001)).

Table II. Best parameter values for method PRF

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

α 1.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.3 0.6 0.3 0.2

θ 0.35 0.7 0.85 0.95 0.75 0.9 0.55 0.6 0.75

Method DTW has been evaluated using different settings for pa-
rameters σ. From the set of queries contained in each collection we
selected each query one after the other and treated it as a new query
ql, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Then for each fixed query ql we computed the similarity
σk := sim(qk, ql) for all queries qk, 1 ≤ k ≤ L, k 6= l according to
equation (1). Then σ in equation (26) has been varied from 0.0 up
to 1.0 in steps of 0.01. Finally we got our document term reweighting
matrix according to equation (29) and issued the query. Best parameter
values for σ are reported in table III.

In the next step we combined two methods of query expansion
in this way: After having expanded the new query using the PRF
method, we applied the DTW method against the expanded query.
This method is reported as the PRFDTW method. Best parameter
values settings have again been obtained by experiment and are chosen
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Table III. Best parameter values for method DTW

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

σ 0.26 0.12 0.41 0.34 0.44 0.83 0.36 0.75 0.82

Table IV. Best parameter values for method PRFDTW

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

PRFDTW α, θ same as in table II

σ 0.72 0.12 0.42 0.35 0.48 0.95 0.40 0.81 0.84

such that average precision is highest. These parameter value settings
are reported in table IV.

Table V shows the average precision obtained by using the best
parameter values for different methods. For each collection the best
value of average precision is indicated by bold font, the second best
value is indicated by italic font.

Table V. Average precision obtained in different methods

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

VSM 0.130 0.120 0.175 0.173 0.135 0.384 0.085 0.645 0.745

PRF 0.199 0.129 0.204 0.192 0.169 0.435 0.113 0.685 0.757

DTW 0.142 0.122 0.150 0.173 0.132 0.386 0.098 0.727 0.785

PRFDTW 0.208 0.133 0.200 0.191 0.154 0.431 0.123 0.752 0.791

Table VI compares the average precision obtained by the different
methods. The ratio of difference is calculated as follows: let X be the
average precision obtained by one of the methods and let Y be the aver-
age precision obtained by another method. Then the ratio is calculated
by (X−Y )/Y . A positive value for the ratio indicates an improvement,
a negative value indicates a degradation in average precision. Note, that
average precision values in table V are rounded to three digits, while
average precision values are not rounded before computation of ratios
of differences.

Figures 3 and 4 show some of the recall/precision graphs for the
test collections. Each figure contains the graphs for methods VSM,
PRF, DTW and PRFDTW.
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Table VI. Average precision comparison

methods CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR

X Y desc narr title

PRF VSM +52.7% +7.3% +16.6% +10.9% +25.5% +13.4% +33.3%

DTW VSM +9.2% +1.7% -14.5% -0.1% -2.5% +0.5% +15.2%

DTW PRF -28.5% -5.2% -26.7% -9.9% -22.3% -11.4% -13.6%

PRFDTW VSM +59.2% +10.3% +14.2% +10.8% +14.1% +12.2% +45.2%

PRFDTW PRF +4.2% +2.8% -2.1% -0.1% -9.1% -1.1% +8.9%

PRFDTW DTW +45.8% +8.5% +33.5% +10.9% +17.0% +11.6% +26.0%

Table VI.

methods QA QA-

X Y AP90

PRF VSM +6.2% +1.7%

DTW VSM +12.7% +5.4%

DTW PRF +6.1% +3.7%

PRFDTW VSM +16.6% +6.2%

PRFDTW PRF +9.8% +4.5%

PRFDTW DTW +3.5% +0.7%
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Figure 3. CACM and CISI: recall/precision graph for DTW methods
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Figure 4. CR-desc and CR-narr: recall/precision graph for DTW methods
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7.1.2. Significance Testing
The next step for the evaluation is the comparison of the values of the
average precision obtained by different methods. Statistical tests pro-
vide information about wether observed differences in different methods
are really significant or just by chance. Several statistical tests have
been used in IR (Hull, 1993), (Yang and Liu, 1999). We employ the
”paired t-test” described in (Hull, 1993).

The results are shown in table VII. Each row contains the results
of two tests, i.e. test method X against method Y and vice versa. We
tested each method X against each other method Y and vice versa. We
used significance levels α = 0.05 and α = 0.01.

− An entry of ++ in a table cell indicates that the null hypothesis
is rejected for testing X against Y at significance level α = 0.01.
This means that method X is almost guaranteed to perform better
than method Y .

− An entry of + in a table cell indicates that the null hypothesis is
rejected for testing X against Y at significance level α = 0.05, but
can not be rejected at significance level α = 0.01. This means that
method X is likely to perform better than method Y .

− An entry of o in a table cell indicates that the null hypothesis
can not be rejected in both test. This means that there is low
probability that one of the methods is performing better than the
other method.

− An entry of − in a table cell indicates that the null hypothesis is
rejected for testing Y against X at significance level α = 0.05, but
can not be rejected at significance level α = 0.01. This means that
method Y is likely to perform better than method X.

− An entry of −− in a table cell indicates that the null hypothesis
is rejected for testing Y against X at significance level α = 0.01.
This means that method Y is almost guaranteed to perform better
than method X.

Table VII. Paired t-test results for significance levels α = 0.05 and α = 0.01

methods CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

X Y desc narr title AP90

PRF VSM ++ ++ ++ + + ++ + ++ +

DTW VSM o o o o o o o ++ ++

DTW PRF – o – – — — o ++ ++

PRFDTW VSM ++ o + o o ++ ++ ++ ++

PRFDTW PRF o o o o o o o ++ ++

PRFDTW DTW ++ o + + o ++ + ++ o
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8. Query Term Reweighting Experiments

In this section we describe a query expansion method based on query
similarity and query term reweighting and relevant documents. The
method is denoted as QTW from now on.

We will first give a high level description of the method, then the
detailed mathematical description is given.

Query expansion works as follows:

− compute the similarities between the new query and each of the
existing old queries

− select the old queries having a similarity to the new query which
is greater than or equal to a given threshold

− from these selected old queries get the sets of relevant and non-
relevant documents from the ground truth data

− from this set of relevant documents compute a term reweighting
matrix such that relevant documents are ranked higher than non-
relevant documents

− use this term reweighting matrix to compute the ranking of the
documents for the new query

The formal description is given here. Let S be the set

S = {qk|sim(qk, ql) ≥ σ, 1 ≤ k ≤ L} (32)

of existing old queries qk having a similarity greater than or equal to a
threshold σ to the new query ql and let Rk be the set

Rk = {rk|qk ∈ S, 1 ≤ k ≤ L} (33)

of all relevance judgements for the queries qk in S. Write Rk as a matrix
of N rows and |S| columns

R = (rk)1≤k≤|S| (34)

and compute the query term reweighting matrix ŴQ according to
equations (18) to (20) such that

SIM · ŴQ = R (35)

Then do a query term reweighting

Q̂W = Q · ŴQ (36)

according to equation (21) and compute the new document ranking for
query ql according to equation (8)

siml = sim(D, Q̂W ) (37)

Notes:
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− if σ in (32) is chosen to high the set S may be empty. Then the
set Rk will be empty and we will not compute any query term
reweighting matrix ŴQ. In this case we will have our original
similarity vector siml computed from siml = sim(D, ql) = DT ·ql.

− parameter σ in (32) is a tuning parameter for method QTW.

8.1. Experimental Results

In this section the results of the experiments are presented. Results were
evaluated using the average precision over all queries. Recall/precision
graphs were generated according to (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto,
1999). Then significance tests were applied to the results.

8.1.1. Results
Methods VSM, PRF and QTW (query term reweighting and relevant
documents) were applied. Best parameter value settings for parameters
α and θ for method PRF had been obtained previously by experiment
and those which give the highest average precision were selected and
used (see table II and (Kise et al., 2001)).

Method QTW has been evaluated using different settings for pa-
rameters σ. From the set of queries contained in each collection we
selected each query one after the other and treated it as a new query
ql, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Then for each fixed query ql we computed the similarity
σk := sim(qk, ql) for all queries qk, 1 ≤ k ≤ L, k 6= l according to
equation (1). Then σ in equation (32) has been varied from 0.0 up to
1.0 in steps of 0.01. Finally we got our query term reweighting matrix
according to equation (35) and issued the query. Best parameter values
for σ are reported in table VIII.

Table VIII. Best parameter values for method QTW

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

σ 0.25 0.41 0.41 0.34 0.41 0.49 0.36 0.78 0.68

In the next step we combined two methods of query expansion in
this way: First, after having expanded the new query using the QTW
method, we applied the PRF method against the expanded query. This
method is reported as the QTWPRF method. Second, after having
expanded the new query using the PRF method, we applied the QTW
method against the expanded query. This method is reported as the
PRFQTW method. Best parameter values settings have again been
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obtained by experiment and are chosen such that average precision is
highest. These parameter value settings are reported in table IX.

Table IX. Best parameter values for methods PRFQTW and QTWPRF

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

QTWPRF σ same as in table VIII

α 1.70 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.20 0.90 0.40 0.30 0.30

θ 0.45 0.80 0.85 0.95 0.80 0.85 0.00 0.65 0.80

PRFQTW α, θ same as in table II

σ 0.65 0.40 0.36 0.35 0.46 0.65 0.46 0.80 0.69

Table X shows the average precision obtained by using the best
parameter values for different methods. For each collection the best
value of average precision is indicated by bold font, the second best
value is indicated by italic font.

Table X. Average precision obtained in different methods

CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

desc narr title AP90

VSM 0.130 0.120 0.175 0.173 0.135 0.384 0.085 0.645 0.745

PRF 0.199 0.129 0.204 0.192 0.169 0.435 0.113 0.685 0.757

QTW 0.155 0.133 0.150 0.173 0.133 0.420 0.106 0.716 0.808

QTWPRF 0.212 0.138 0.179 0.192 0.163 0.452 0.154 0.740 0.815

PRFQTW 0.231 0.136 0.221 0.191 0.180 0.454 0.127 0.739 0.810

Table XI compares the ratios of average precision improvements
or degradations obtained by the different methods. Refer to subsection
7.1.1 on page 18 for a description of the table contents.

Table XI. Average precision comparison

methods CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN

X Y desc narr title

PRF VSM +52.7% +7.3% +16.6% +10.9% +25.5% +13.4%

QTW VSM +18.5% +10.7% -14.5% -0.1% -1.6% +9.5%

QTW PRF -22.4% +3.2% -26.7% -9.9% -21.6% -3.5%

QTWPRF VSM +62.3% +15.0% +2.1% +10.8% +21.1% +17.8%

QTWPRF PRF +6.3% +7.2% -12.5% -0.1% -3.5% +3.9%

QTWPRF QTW +37.0% +3.9% +19.4% +11.0% +23.1% +7.6%

PRFQTW VSM +77.2% +13.3% +26.0% +10.8% +33.6% +18.2%

PRFQTW PRF +16.0% +5.6% +8.0% -0.1% +6.4% +4.2%

PRFQTW QTW +49.6% +2.4% +47.4% +10.9% +35.8% +7.9%

PRFQTW QTWPRF +9.2% -1.5% +23.4% -0.0% +10.3% +0.3%
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Table XI.

methods FR QA QA-

X Y AP90

PRF VSM +33.3% +6.2% +1.7%

QTW VSM +24.7% +10.9% +8.5%

QTW PRF -6.5% +4.5% +6.7%

QTWPRF VSM +81.6% +14.6% +9.4%

QTWPRF PRF +36.2% +8.0% +7.6%

QTWPRF QTW +45.6% +3.3% +0.9%

PRFQTW VSM +49.3% +14.6% +8.7%

PRFQTW PRF +12.0% +7.9% +6.9%

PRFQTW QTW +19.7% +3.3% +0.2%

PRFQTW QTWPRF -17.8% -0.1% -0.7%

Figures 5 and 6 show some of the recall/precision graphs for the
test collections. Each figure contains the graphs for methods VSM,
PRF, QTW, PRFQTW and QTWPRF.
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Figure 5. CRAN and FR: recall/precision graph for QTW methods
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Figure 6. QA and QA-AP90: recall/precision graph for QTW methods
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8.1.2. Significance Testing
The results are shown in table XII. Each row contains the results of two
tests, i.e. test method X against method Y and vice versa. We tested
each method X against each other method Y and vice versa. We used
significance levels α = 0.05 and α = 0.01.

Table XII. Paired t-test results for significance levels α = 0.05 and α = 0.01

methods CACM CISI CR- CR- CR- CRAN FR QA QA-

X Y desc narr title AP90

PRF VSM ++ ++ ++ + + ++ + ++ +

QTW VSM o o o o o ++ + ++ ++

QTW PRF – o – – — o o ++ ++

QTWPRF VSM ++ + o + + ++ ++ ++ ++

QTWPRF PRF o o o o o o + ++ ++

QTWPRF QTW ++ + ++ + + ++ + ++ o

PRFQTW VSM ++ o ++ o + ++ ++ ++ ++

PRFQTW PRF + o o o o + o ++ ++

PRFQTW QTW ++ o + + ++ ++ o ++ o

PRFQTW QTWPRF o o o o + o o o –

9. Summary

Our findings are as follows:

− The results show that with the optimal parameter setting PRF
always performs better than the pure VSM model in our test sets.

− The DTW method outperforms the VSM and the PRF method in
two cases, but is also significantly worse than the PRF method in
5 cases.

− The QTW method outperforms the VSM method in four cases and
the PRF method in two cases, but is also significantly worse than
the PRF method in 4 cases.

− The combined method PRFDTW outperforms the PRF method
in two cases, and in no case it is significantly worse than the PRF
method.

− The combined methods PRFQTW and QTWPRF outperform the
PRF method in 4 and 3 cases, and in no case they are significantly
worse than the PRF method.

− QTW slightly outperforms DTW in most cases. This is also true
for the combined version PRFQTW which mostly outperforms
PRFDTW.

− Generally, the best results are obtained with the approaches com-
bining QTW with PRF.
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The significant improvements of the new methods are mostly in the
QA and QA-AP90 collections. We assume that the special construction
of the queries in these collections (see section 6.1) is the main factor
for these improvements, since our tuning parameter σ (see equations
26 and 32) has a much higher value than in the other collections (see
tables III and VIII).

We did some analysis in order to explain the different performances
of our approaches in the collections taking the properties of the test set
into account. So far, we have not been able to find a clear correlation
between measurable properties of the test sets and the results. We
expect the following factors to be crucial for good results:

− the query lengths
− the overlap of ”query content” in a test collection (number of

queries and number of pairs of queries with high similarities)
− the number of relevant documents for queries with some ”overlap

in content” (some documents being relevant to different queries)

We expect that a real world information retrieval system has a
relatively large overlap in user interests and queries. In Collaborative
Information Retrieval (CIR) we want to benefit from this overlap by
exploiting users’ search processes for subsequent searches. As an initial
step towards techniques we focused on a restricted CIR scenario in
which only user queries and the relevant answer documents to these
queries are known. The two approaches DTW and QTW that we de-
veloped for this scenario were tested on queries of standard Information
Retrieval test collections. Although in these collections we do not have
the query and interest distribution that we assume to have in real world
systems, the approaches show relatively good results, in particular if
they are combined with pseudo relevance feedback. It turns out that
the QTW performs slightly better.

As one of our next steps for the DTW/QTW approaches we want
to learn the similarity measure between queries based on training ex-
amples. Two more topics that we will work on in the future are the
removal of the explicit parameters in the DTW and QTW approach as
well as shifting towards real world retrieval systems. For the latter we
are cooperating with a search engine provider.
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